Did you know?

60% of breaches involved vulnerabilities for which a patch was available but not applied

Mean Time to RemEDIATE vulnerability (MTTR) for internet-facing vulnerabilities is 84.59 days

9,000 new vulnerabilities have been reported in the first six months of 2020

Know the Vulnerabilities

Kaminsky DNS Bug, the massive vulnerability affected almost every DNS server in the world

POODLE, a man-in-the-middle exploit that takes advantage of flaws in the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocols

Tim Thumb affected over 75 million users at one of the largest content management systems

Shellshock vulnerability affected all versions of Linux, Unix

One of the largest credit bureaus in the US found an application vulnerability in their websites affecting 147.9 million consumers

Overcoming fear with Infosys Cyber Scan

End to end vulnerability life cycle management platform

Specialized solution for rapid reduction of vulnerability backlog

Configuration compliance and patch advisory solutions

Periodic scanning of assets and infrastructure

Detection of Vulnerabilities

Correlating vulnerabilities with real-time threat intelligence

Risk based vulnerability prioritization

Remediation solution for each vulnerability

Cyber Scan